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WHO IS IN CHARGE? WHO IS
RESPONSIBLE?
• Board Ordered Revaluation May Need to Be Justified in Court
• Voluntary Reassessment is Merely an Assessor Led Revaluation-Inhouse
Reassessment (Requires the same monitoring)
• Compliance Plans May Require Intensified Monitoring Due to ‘Why Me?’
Public Relations Problems
• N.J.S.A. 54:3-13 Ultimately the Tax Board is Accountable (AC Example)

Don’t forget annual reassessments are done Statewide as a matter of routine in some
Counties
There is an AG letter (somewhere) that states that the tax board president is responsible
for monitoring the progress of the revaluation
Somerset County majority of towns have been doing annual reassessments for over 10
years.
Monmouth does annual reassessments as part of the demonstration pilot program
Both counties have proven success
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Big responsibility not to be taken lightly
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Case law says we have the power to order revaluations, statute says it is our duty.
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Boards are authorized to Order revals as necessary, as a consequence of changing market
conditions and/or lack of assessment maintenance. A quorum is based upon the number
of filled commissioner seats. Must have sufficient support for the Order, usually in the
form of a Ratio Study. Some but not all of the criteria is necessary to support the Order.
Eighteen (18) years is TOO LONG between revals.
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RATIO STUDIES
• Used to Substantiate a Revaluation Order by the
Board
• Criteria Sufficient to Support the Order
• Justify Reassessment Plan
• Tool to Test and Monitor Performance Results
• Tool to Predict Results? (Example)
• Used to Evidence Limited Compliance Plans
• Poor Monitoring Tool Without Adequate Data

Ratio studies, and coefficient studies are part of the 12 criteria in N.J.A.C.
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Administrative Code Rules governing Revaluations are referenced in N.J.A.C. 18:12. All 12
Criteria set forth in the N.J.A.C. should be reviewed and taken into consideration prior to an
Order, by the CTB
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ORDERING REVALS ….
• Ordering a Revaluation is the LAST RESORT, the Result of Continuous
Monitoring
• Some Orders are Challenged by the Towns. Courts DO NOT like Disputes
between Government Agencies (Reval the Red Houses Only!!)
• Voluntary Revaluations are a Valid Option: See N.J.A.C. 18:12A-1.14(a).
Sometimes an Order Follows the Decision to Conduct a Voluntary
Revaluation
• Revaluations May Be Transformed into Reassessments by Resolution
• Contract Approval Tax Map Approval Required
• Differing Standards for Reassessments?

In the beginning:
Assessor/Municipality can request a revaluation (in the perfect world) but this seldom
happens. A reval order is sometimes sought in order to allow for emergency 5‐year
bonding (funding) for the reassessment/reval and tax map. Division of Taxation demands
an order (NOBODY WANTS THAT).
Updated tax maps are one of the significant differences between a revaluation and
reassessment, as is that the assessor acts as project supervisor.
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What is the Best Time
(Considering Market Conditions)
To Impose a District-Wide
Revaluation?

Municipal official think “never” is a good time. Woodbine had no sales for several years and
Dennis Township argued too few. Major zoning changes are expected. The bottom has
fallen out of the market and we are in free fall.
Market conditions are in flux, changing rapidly up or down. What about small towns?

Population 5, Tavistock Borough, Camden County. ...3 line items
Pine Valley Borough, Camden County., Population 12. Walpack Township, Sussex.
Population 14, ... 35 line items
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TAX MAPS ARE A CRUCIAL TOOL FOR THE
ASSESSOR

Tax Map Maintenance is the duty of the municipality

Importance of tax map maintenance
Can be a crucial detriment when ordering revaluations‐ if maps are not maintained
properly, it can result in a significant amount of money for the municipality
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Annual Resolution demanding that the towns maintain their tax maps, provide adequate
funding. Citing rules that require the delivery of the updated map to the Tax Board.
Waiting to update the maps is guaranteed to delay a future reval. Despite that this may be
the obvious intent of the municipality, not to provide funding, the Board should be policing
the map, using the Division as necessary. Any formal action by board should be
memorialized by resolution.
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Letters like this don’t happen anymore! Communications between the Division and the
Board regarding tax map maintenance is marginal at best. Slamming the town all at once
with a huge reval and tax map expense is absolutely going to create adversity. If the maps
cannot be adequately maintained at the municipal level then the responsibility should be
shifted to a more responsible entity. Currently the State will not approve tax maps until all
revisions/corrections are final according to the present standards. Changes to the map
standards by the State have been delayed for many years now. If a reval is truly necessary,
delays in approval of a tax map and forthcoming reval will result in years of tax appeal
losses, and unnecessary expenditures.
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APPLICATION/ORDER FORM
• There are different forms and approvals for revaluations, reassessments, and
compliance plans
• State approvals are required for district wide-revaluations and reassessments
• Other Approvals Necessary
•
•
•
•

Sample Map resolution
Sample Map Approval Letter
Sample Revaluation Order Form
Sample Revaluation Extension Order Form

The Division will not approve the contract until the CTB has reviewed and approved its
contents in writing.
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EVERYBODY
KNOWS HOW TO VALUE THEIR
HOMES EXCEPT THE
REVALUATION COMPANIES
AND
THE ASSESSOR!!

As the direct supervisor you can not leave your assessor out there to fend for themselves…
they need back up!
Remember we are not out there to make friends! We are out there to get a difficult job
done!
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Typical complaint letter. Taxpayers are afraid of revals what they might portend regarding
taxes. Mr. Birch knows the reval company made a mistake. They cited a sale which is quite
unlike his. He has two better sales. This letter likely arrived after the informals and is
addressed to everyone he knows! In the final line he instructs his mortgage company to
stop paying taxes.
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This series of slides covers my ‘young and dumb’ period. This is one of several excerpts
from the Township meeting minutes. Look at the dates ….NOTHING HAS CHANGED!
Remember these notes are the ‘cleaned up’ version of what really happened! Mayor
Conroy has been schooled while the others are just plain ignorant!
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No more doggie dots!
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Here the Township questions the boar’s authority. There is the suggestion that ‘other
counties do it differently,’ also very common. How we respond to this criticism is critical
but the criticism itself is guaranteed. It’s a dirty job but someone has to do it. A united
front with no cracks or internal controversies is the best approach.
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The judge ruled in the tax board’s favor. Not a surprise but testimony was required and
that means involvement with the DAG. Even the Judge’s Order has not stilled the rebeliion
here!
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Revolts are revolting!! At the meeting Peggy Bieberbach suggested that we just reassess
the rich guys on Diamond Beach prompting my comment that maybe e should just reassess
the red houses. Some meeting can get hot and heavy. Tell the story about Stone Harbor
and the excess land discount removal reassessment. You don’t want your mayor handing
out petitions of appeal at the front steps.
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Delays in revals are quite common. Many believe that getting it right is paramount to being
on time. I am one of those but…. Penalties should be included in the reval contract.
Remember that despite that the reval contract form is dictated by the state, is has only
minimum standards within. This is a contract between the town and an appraisal company,
and their joint beneficial interest must be addressed. The tax board and the state both
should provide adequate guidance based upon changing landscapes and experience.
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Letters that no mayor wants to write and no tax board wants to receive. The problems
started elsewhere, most likely with public relations.
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Here is a Press article following informals. What about me? Articles such as this could
yield thousands of appeals. That is what is at stake. Time. Your time.
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Given the opportunity to present the appropriate view‐point, “Would you sell your home
for that number?” many opt out of the appeal process. I always have hated the line,
“Brown said!”
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PROGRESS REPORTS

State Standard Form Report
Status Report Delivered Monthly
Status Report Often Completed by the Revaluation Company
Report Should Chart Progress
Status Reports Should Have Adequate Detail
Sample Report is a handout
Spot Check and Field Review to be Conducted by the
Investigator
• Data Build vs Input Should be Monitored (ex. How many
inspections, how much data entry, tables established,
depreciation, cost etc.)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Submitted to the tax board monthly… tax board can monitor progress, question the
assessor, and review correspondence. I advocate for the creation of a tax board employee
titled Field Investigator, and one of that person’s duties should be to closely monitor
reval/reassessments and to send up smoke signals whenever a fire is started. George and
Jeffrey wil go into much greater detail about the POW form which was derived almost
directly from IAAO material.
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Just identify the form, make sure it has been distributed, and promise to provide copies on
the tax board’ website following the presentation.
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Just identify the form, make sure it has been distributed, and promise to provide copies on
the tax board’ website following the presentation.
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Just identify the form, make sure it has been distributed, and promise to provide copies on
the tax board’ website following the presentation.
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This is an example of a chart that permits visual insight into the progress of the project.
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HIGH/LOW OR RIGHT ON
• What is the Target?
• Value Trending?
• State Law Requires 100% Assessment Levels
• Each Year the Tax Board Sets the County Percentage Level

I am an advocate for taking your best shot at the value without any subterfuge. But the
issue remains: what is the shelf life of a revaluation? I propose that the contract should
include an update three years hence to ensure statutory compliance.
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REASONS TO ABORT A PLAN?
POSTPONEMENTS AND EXTENSIONS
• Values, Unlike Fine Wine, Never Improve with Age
• The Unforeseen! Unexpected Problems Like Map Approval Leads to Delays
• Inadequate Sales or Data Base (Ex. 2009 Recessions)
• Availability of a Revaluation Company

It is uncommon for participant to proclaim that every year following the reval that their
values keep getting better! It doesn’t work that way. Conditions always deteriorate once
the truth be told, then everyone sees it. But there are valid reasons to postpone a reval.
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You need final state approval to extend a reval
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Extensions can be necessary.. Revaluations are not a race you want accuracy not to finish
first!
Revals can not be extended without board approval and resolutions
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How long can you extend a revaluations, before you have to go back to the drawing
board??
Equalization?
45 days prior to May 1?
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WHAT ABOUT COMPLIANCE?
• Tax Board must be Agreeable to the Plan (local only approval)
• Assessor must be Qualified to Conduct a Partial Reassessment
• Assessor Must Be Willing
• A Thorough Review of the Entire Jurisdiction Must Accompany the
Application
• Application Usually Entails Neighborhood Ratio Analysis
• Half the Town May Be Revised with Compliance
• Sequential Compliance Plans May Alleviate the Need or Supplement a
Reassessment/Revaluations (Examples)
• Some Problems Have Been Known to Arise (ex. Amses, SH over-sized sites)

Compliance plan is another tool an assessor may use to maintain values.
The possibility may arise that a change of over 50% of the line items is/is not necessary.
With proper yearly monitoring an assessor should be able to determine if a compliance
plan is the correct way to go.
Remember whatever program/tool the assessor/municipality goes with the Tax Board is
obligated to monitor it.
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